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Gubar to
speafi on
Tuesday
Saxan David Gubar win be speak-
ing on "An Anthology of Our Own:
Compiling a Norton for Women"
next Tuesday evening at S p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre.
Gubar is a CUNY graduate, who
received her MJL from the Univer-itt-y
of Michigan and her Ph.D. from
the University of Iowa in 1972. She
has served as an assistent professor
at the University of Illinois and as an
assistent and then associate pro-
fessor at IU. She has also been a
visiting professor at Tofts Universi- -
One of her books "The Madwoman
in the Attic" has been nominated for
the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Critics Circle Award. She has
also been a member of NDEA, in
1889-7- 0. And in 1983-3- 4 was a Gug-
genheim Fellow.
Convocation,
to feature
debate
ByLizMoran
"We're going to blow the Bambo
position out of the water." That
statement, by George Galster. Pro-
fessor of Economics, is a sign that
Tuesday's convocation will be in-
formative and controversial The ti-
tle for the debate is "Resolved:
There is No Substantive Difference
Between United States and Soviet
Foreign Policy." Galster, with Ifark
Weaver, Associate Professor of
Political Science, wffl be taking the
affirmative side forthe debate to be
held Tuesday, February 21, at 11:00
ajm. in Lowry Center Pit
Tom kuehls and Scott Piepho,
both senior political science majors,
will present the opposing viewpoint
Kuehls believes there is a difference
and the deference arises from
fering ideologies of the two coun-
tries.- ' . - .
The structure for the debate is as
follows. Each of the four speakers
will give a five minute speech,
followed by a twenty-fiv- e minute
question and answer session. A four
minute summary will follow, and the
debate will end with the audience
deciding the winning side.
After listening tolhe leader of the
Soviet Union address our nation on
New Year's Day. this topic is both
timely and relevant Past debates
which Galster and Weaver have par-
ticipated in have proven to be enter-
taining as weU as intellectual, and
this one promises to be the same.
' wc
"
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The SJLB. chairpersons of ESW3.
SAB Chairpersons
ByBoblfurphy
The Student Activities Board is to
begin their selection of new officers
next week; Applications for the posi-
tion of chairperson of SJLB. must
be in to the SJLB. office by 4:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, January 21. Applica-
tions for chairperson of the various
other committees that are a part of
SJLB. are due by the same time on
Thursday the twenty-thir- d.
Yesterday, in the Lowry Center
Lounge, SJLB. held a recruitment
exhibit, in order for students to learn
more about the many activities on
campus that SJLB. sponsors. On
hand during the event were Laurie
Campbell, current SJLB. chairper-
son, as wellas all the SJLB. commit-
tee chairpeople and many others in-
volved with SJLB. If one did not at-
tend the function to pick up applica-
tions for positions there, applica-
tions can be found in the SJLB. of-
fice, on the main floor of Lowry
Center.
There are twelve committee posi-
tions open for next year, and bet-
ween them they arrange the majori-
ty of events that take place on the
College of Wooster campus, it
should also be noted that there wffl
be many positions open on the com-
mittees themselves, if one does not
feel they can get a chair position.
Pan Allison, College program
director and head of SJLB. says,
"We're looking for creative,
energetie and dependable people for
the boards." Applicants for the posi-
tions of chairpersons for SJLB. will
be interviewed twice by a group of
eight people consisting of faculty,
administration and SJLB. workers.
Written statements wffl be required
of applicants for SJLB. chair. Inter-
views for SJLB. chair will be held
from January 23-2-5, and interviews
for committee ehairs wffl be held
from January 27-3-1 with the new
chair.
Here is a list of the various SJLB;
committees open for chairmanship,
as weU as a brief description of their
function.
. . , ,
Art Committee: Currently headed
by senior Ifargo Scruggs, the art
committee is in charge of various
exhibits from both students and pro-
fessionals that are displayed inj2Hi
.
,
w
Performing Arts Committee: This
committee is in charge of booking
and presenting various acts in
Lowry Center throughout the year.
It requires a person who has in-
terests m all kiiids of different enter-
tainment It is currently run by
Chris JundxQo. 7 '
The College Bowl Committee: The
C.B.C is in charge of an aspects of
setting up and pulling off the Annual
College Bowl, and otner college
games. Junior John Faselow warm
charge ofit this year.
Travel Committee: Chaired by
Caroline Delafield. the travel com
mittee plays a big role on campus
for ail those on campus without ac-
cess to cars. The travel committee
provides low-co-st or free service to
various places an over the state and
beyond.
Black Forum : The Black Forum is
a program that works to present pro
grams sucn a speaxers ana arusis
that bring out the Black perspective
of issues to toe campus community.
It is currently chaired by Priscilla
Cooper.
Musical Entertainment: .Andy
Douglass is this years chairperson.
This group programs the numerous
musical events on Urs campus, from
Spotlight Showcases to larger events
held mtteGaw ana outooors.Special Events Committee: This
committee covers a very wide range
of events. In addition to arranging
events for traditional college func
tions such as Homecoming, uus
committee also has the option of
creating its own special programs
JeffMoore is this year's chair.
Public Relations: This is a com
mittee that has lots of application in
the "real world." The group has the
task of trying to creatively publicize
the numerous sjlb. events, as weu
as writing up previews for outside
publication- - about these events.
Chairperson for SS-'8- S are Peter
Dancy and Evyan Metzner.
Film Committee: Currently
chaired by Ralph Youngen and
Midge Olivet this committee is In
charge of programming an the non--
course reiatea nuns on campus.
This runs the gamut from cartoons
Continued on Page 4
E
Grecrt Decisions begin
86 season
By Liz Kershaw
Great Decisions 'S3 has begun and
is looking forward to providing the
campus and community with in-
teresting and informative discus-
sions. The annual forum seeks to in-
crease awareness and stimulate in-
terest in eurrent world affairs.
'The Foreign Policy Association
coordinates the program on a na-
tional level by publishing a book
available each January that pro-
vides background . information on
eight of the most important areas of
U. S. foreign policy. Organizers at
the community level are able to use
these topics in coordinating the eight
forums or discussions in their com-
munity. Although 1383 marks the
32nd anniversary of this citizen
education effort in world affairs, the
program has only been in Wayne
County for a few years, and has only
been located on campus since 1331,
MwtMtina tn flnrAtm Shall, tirof--
fessor of political science and eo--.
HMHUMWI M w. t ii ii inUn wmr J. SlaaehamL an
m-tt- B Hf trustee member, was
the, original organizer of the pro-
gram here and was coordinating un
til last year wnen sue uunomi um
Shall took-ove- r. .
Preparation for the forum begins
in August Dunbar said, as the
organizers are responsible for selec
ting and securing speakers for each
of the eight weekly torums. xne
eight topics usually follow those sug-
gested by the Foreign Policy
Associationbut organizers may, as
was done here, substitute other
topics that they feel are more rele-
vant The program begin with a
Discussion on Ohio and world trade.
There are six forums left in the
series which are as follows:
Thursday, January 23, Dr. Gon--
talo Paiacios, cultural Attain of-
ficer in the Venezuelan Embassy.
wfU discuss the Contadora effort for
peace in Central America.
Wednesday, January 23, Laura
Moreira. Cultural Affairs Officer in
the Brazilian Embassy, wffl discuss
democracy inLatin America. .
Decisions features Paiccio
By Roger Gordon
Dr. Gonsalo Paiacios, Cultural Af-fla- rs
officer of the Embassy of
Venezuela (one of the Costradora
nations), wffl be the speaker tat the
weekly "Great Decisions on Foreign
Policy, 1SS3" on Thursday, January
23 in Wishart Hall's Lean Lecture
Room beginning at 7:30. The subject
wffl be U.S. poUcy in Central
America.
There wffl be two panelists, one a
C.O.W. student Richard Clinch,
whose major is international rela-
tions, and whose LS. topic is en Con-
tadora. Mary Addis, department of
Spanish, wffl moderate the event ;
s
Thursday, February t, Mark
Steinits, director of the Terrorism
ask Foree for the Bureau of In--
IteHigence and Research of the State
Department, wiu oiscuss imerna--
ttiosal terrorism.
Tfinrwtav Fhrnrr 12. Dr. Fred --.
Hutchensan, the new director of the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center and viee- -
madilmt nt nhin Ktt University.
wffl discuss third World develop
ment.
Wednesday. February If, Dr.
Amos Klewe and Hesham Abdeen,
both from, the College, wffl be
discussing the relationship between
Israel and the UM
Th final taram wffl be on Thurs
day, February 27. Amin Mirabedini;
Dawn Hig"'g" ana isnwsx uimi,
n thnnnnr student and a Dro
fessor. respectively, wffl discuss the
resurgence ox reugion u interna-
tionalpolitics, v r
Each forum wffl begin at 7:30 p.m.
in Lean Lecture Room in Wishart
Casino night
is this
Saturday
By Shawn D.Johnson
Tomorrow, January 13, the SAB
Special Events Committee wffl be
sponsoring a Casino Niht in Lowry
Center main dining room from 3
p.m. until 11 p.m. Games wffl in-
clude Black Jack. Roulette, Craps,
Poker and many others, with prizes
from local business, such as Mom's
Truck-Sto- p and the Florence O.
WCson Bookstore, to be auctioned to
the highest bidder at the end of the
evening. The party is open to the en-
tire campus, so come out and get in-
to the semester with a little gambl-
ing fun and excitement
Anyone who would like to obtain
background information on the
forum may purchase the book
"Great Decisions 23" at Lowry
Center. The book is published by the
Foreign Policy Association. It in-
cludes a ten page chapter for each of
the eight Great Decisions 33"
forums this year, which run through
February 27. There are also ques--.
tions for dlcnsston at the end of each
chapter, which wffl be forwarded to
appropriate government officials.
The ballots wffl ask such informa-
tion as age, sex and opinions of
foreign policy.
I
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Plan your fires carefully
Column By Ida Williams
On the night of December 11, 1901, the Old Main
building, the academic center of Wooster University,
was burned to the ground, demolishing the entire
University classroom facility on campus. Wooster re-
built, with a lot of help from donors and friends, and
celebrated its reopening in a dedication of five newbuildings in December of 1902 with a ceremony for
Scovel, Severance, Kauke, Taylor and the new chapel.
Later, the chapel was replaced by McGaw as a result of
another fire which destroyed the building.
With at least three fires in Holden last year, a fire in
Armington last spring, and the recent fire in Comptonjust before semester break, the importance of fires,
should be well known on this campus. Our security force
and administration, as well as students, should realize
the potential for fires (even with asbestos insulation all
over campus) and do their best to protect students and
staff from a very real danger. Unfortunately, those
precautions are not befnt? tafren too seriously.
Do you, as a student, a faculty member, or staff
member, know where the nearest fire extinguisher is?
Chances are you don't, and from examining the fire ex-
tinguishers on campus and their locations, the chances
are also very good that the fire extinguisher nearest to
you would not help if you did actually need it. Frighten-
ing as it is, most fire extinguishers are only for type A
fires, those defined as "wood, textile, paper, rubbish"
fires. Electrical fires or chemical fires (such as oil orgas or another liquid) will not be extinguished, and even
made worse, by using the water extinguisher.
For example, last night I took a little walk around
Lowry. Outside my office, in which there are several
sophisticated electronic machines, and next to the
darkroom, in which dangerous flammable chemicals
are housed, there is one fire extinguisher; for type A
fires only. This means that if a typewriter blows up or
chemicals react we can call someone and hope they
hurry. We can't begin to fight the fire. Throughout the
rest of Lowry there are more extinguishers, easily ac-
cessible, and all (except at the front entrance where
there is a type C (chemical) extinguisher) are only
water. The game room does have an electric ex-
tinguisher, I was told, behind the bowling alleys.
Elsewhere on campus, dorms such as Douglass, Arm-
ington, Kenarden, Andrews, Stevenson and Bissman
have extinguishers which cover all three types of fires,
A, B, for electrical fires, and C, for chemical fires.
Scovel, Wishart, and I assume, Taylor are all protected
as well. Babcock, Compton and Wagner and almost all
of Holden have just type A extinguishers, not much good
for an electrical fire. Kauke.too, isn't very protected.
There is an all-purpo- se extinguisher in the computer
room, but the rest are primarily type A, including the
one next to the big fuse box on the third floor.
I counted at least six (one in Lowry, two in the P.E.C.,
one in Bissman, one in Mateer and one in Holden) places
where Security has removed an extinguisher, for
whatever reason, and not replaced it All but the miss-
ing Mateer extinguisher were removed around
December 20-2-2, as evidenced by the note left in the
empty case. The one in Mateer had been removed in
May of 1885. In Severance chemistry building there were
plenty of extinguishers for type B and C, but it was dif-
ficult to find one for type A.
What we have here is a problem that jeopardizes the
entire campus and one that can be fixed easily. Ex-
tinguishers do exist that are for all three types of fires.
Why do we not use them? And why do they appear in
some buildings and not in others? The potential for in-jury is enormous, and the solution is simple. We need to
put all-purpo- se extinguishers all over campus, not just
certain places, and make these highly visible. And as
students, staff and faculty, we need to be aware of
where these extinguishers are located.
r7'- -
'Cleansing souls'
a dubious
attitude
Dear Editor,
Daring the course of Ust
semester, in connection with discus-
sions of ethical questions, a certain
argument was frequently used. It is
embodied in a statement which runs
something more or less like "We
shouldn't do that; we'd iust be clean-
sing our souls and making ourselves
feel good." I would like to carefully
examine this statement First, a
short illustrative dialogue may be
helpful.
Gang Leader: Look, that family
seems to be leaving for a vacation.
Let's come back tonight, break into
the bouse, and see if we can find
anything valuable.
New Gang Member: Hmm...I'm not
- really sure we should do something
like that
Gang Leader: Of course we should.
If we didn't we'd Just be washing our
hands of the situation. We'd just be
trying to make ourselves feel good.
Why is the gang leader's state-
ment so unconvinving? Why do his
words ring hollow in our ears? Ap-
parently this catchy phrase about
cleansing one's hands doesn't apply
in every situation. Perhaps it needs
some clarification.
The first interpretation I can give
to it is that the gang leader is ques-
tioning the motives of his comrade.
That is, the leader is implying that
the gang member, though ostensibly
most concerned with the morality of
the situation, is in fact prompted by
selfish motives. He wants to soothe
his conscience and satisfy himself!
that he is being "ethical." The
member wants to gratify some unjustified desire for "moral purity."
My respnse to tne gang leader is
twofold. First a person's motives
for stating a proposition have no in-
fluence on the truth of that proposi-
tion. If I say, "two plus two equals
four," that statement is true
regardless of whether my motives
for making it are good or bad.
Second, I assert tnat tne aesire to
be moral is a very fundamental
human motive. Attempting to be
morally responsible should instill a
feeling of well-bein- g in a person. If
you wul, a person should "feel good"
about attempting to be moral; it is a
normal, natural, healthy way to
behave. Do we really think that peo-
ple should feel bad about their desire
to be moral?
' There is a second possible inter-
pretation I can give to the phrase
"just washing our hands" and "try-i- n
to make ourselves feel good."
Perhaps the gang leader's state
ment could be more clearly stated as
follows: "Although you believe this
course of action to be morally cor-
rect you are mistaken. You would
have felt satisfied in fulfilling your
ethical responsibility by taking this
action, but you are ignorant of the
fact that there is another course ox
action which is morally superior to
the one you propose. You have made
an error in judgement"
Thus, in this case the gang leader
has made the assumption that the
gang member's judgement about
robbery is incorrect However, if
this is the leader's real objection, he
should make it explicit Then the
real issue is whether robbery is unjust not unwashed souls or guilty
consciences (I think that a careful
analysis would show that it is really
the sane leader who is mistaken).
The use of the phrase about u
"cleansing our souls merely ciouas
the issue. It obscures the real point
of disagreement namely, whether
robbery is just or is not iust The
user of such a phrase should be more
precise in expressing what he or she
really means.
In the future. I'd like to see us all
be more careful in our use of
platitudes. As I have shown, the
phrases in question are ambiguous.
They can be interpreted in at least
two diferent ways, neither of which
addresses the real issue. The first Is
a form of veiled personal attack; the
second holds a hidden assumption
which is not clearly stated or analys
ed. I hope that my reflections on this
matter will be useful in facilitating
productive dialogue and genuine
communication as various issues!
face us in the coming months.
Richard M. Crouse
Renumbering a
good idea
Dear Editor,
My congratulations to Lance Mor-
row! I have no doubt that his plan to
re-numb- er all of the dormitory
rooms will result in the riddance of
the "frustration" which many ex-perience when attempting to locate
a particular room. This is such a
worthy cause on which to spend time
and money.
IngerM.Forland
Frye to speak
Dear Editor,
It is regrettable that the Voice did
not include the name of Roland Mr
Frye as one of the potable speakers
on campus second semester. Since
the date for his public lecture was
entered on the calendar last
semester, it is even more regret-
table that S-A- .B. scheduled, another
speaker for the same evening. Pro-
fessor Frye, a distinguished literary
historian, will speak on Thursday,
January 30, at 8 p.m. in Mateer. His
topic: "Natural and Human Land
scapes in snaxespeare ana ug
Visual Arts of His Time." As Phi
Beta Kappa's Visiting. Scholar, he
will also participate in several
classes during his stay on campus.
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!BCN Column
On February 6. the Central In
telligence Agency will be on campus
to recruit the College of Wooster
students. For any of you who are
thinking of interviewing with the
CIA, and even those who are not,
here is a description of the agency
that will be here February s. .
Victor Marchetti, a former agent,
wrote in his book "The CIA and the
Cult of Intelligence", "The Agency
would hire Satan himself as an agent
if he could help guarantee the 'na
tional security.'" The u.5. senate,
as reported by former agent John
stockweu in a forum which ap--
Deared in --Harrxr'a" has carried
out studies which concluded that
since 1981, the CIA has carried out
several thousand covert operations
which have killed well over a million
oeonle. For an asencv that claims to
be primarily an Intelligence gather-
ing agency, killing 1.000,000 people
in a twenty year period is absurd. J
never knew that collecting informa
tion involved so much killing. '
Do not let the CIA reeruitef fool
you into thinking of covert opera'
tions as a minor portion of the Agen
cy's tasks, ifarchetti, in his book
which was published in IS 74,
reported that two-third-s of agency's
funds and manpower go to covert
operations. From my study of the
CIA, I have found no reason to doubt
that this distribution of funds con
tinues today. Despite all that you
may nere or tne cia being an in-
telligence agency, it is actually the
opposite that Is true. The CIA is an
anti-intelligen- ce agency; it provides
"evidence71 to support Its activities.
The people that this "evidence" is
used to convince are the VS.
populace and the U.S. Congress.
If you are planning to interview
with the CIA, Ralph IfcGehee, in his
book "Deadly Deceits: Ify 25 years
in the CIA," provides a description
of the type of person the agency is
looking for based on their
personality-intelligenc- e test "The
CIA wants' active, charming, obe-
dient people who can get things done
in the social world but have limited
perspective and understanding, who
see things in black and white and
don't like to think too' much."
I know some of this may be dif-
ficult to believe, but all of these
charges presented are documented.
In the next two weeks, I will describe
some specific operations which may
help to elicidate the workings of the
CIA.
H Thorn Kuehls
SCN meeting"tonight
North faculty lounge
6 p.p.
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Column by Bill Iferts
Another football year is Just about
over. Those of us from the Suncoast
must just sit back and watch those
upstarts' from Chicago go to New
Orleans in Tampa's rightful place.
The Bueaneers have been robbed
blind once again - if the ref had call-
ed defensive interference on --that
kut in the second week of the season.
the whole year would have gone dif
ferently.
And not that the Patriots don't
deserve to go to the Super Bowl,
which they don't (hey. Hike Ditka
might get mad about that, but mat's
the way I feel), but no one ever gives
the Pats a second thought People
discuss the Super. Bowl chances of
the Bills and the Falcons before New
England even comes to mind. And
look where they come from. They're
not the Boston Patriots, or even the
Fozboro Patriots - they, refuse to
pinpoint' their home field more
acurately than a whole region of tne
United States. Gutless wimps.
Everyone knows that the only people
left in New Engian anymore lust sit
around on their keysterr getting fat
and rich off dividend checks from
Pretoria. (Well, that's how it works,
isn't it?) Well, until New England,
like its football team, consolidates
itself into one state with only two
senators for the whole stinking lot, I
refuse to give any support to its
candy-as- s, Cinderella football story.
Especially down in Cr?? rritory,
a fun part of the country where peo-
ple give no heed whatsoever to social
graces, the Patriots, and all the
idealistic, Amerieandream good for'
which they stand, will run first into
reality.
Host New Englanders see this
"Refrigerator" character pushingjunk food and , ironically enough,
toilet paper, and they feel that
Chicago should not be too hard -- to
beat They've had three upsets
already, haven't they? But now,
New England, and all its pristine
purity, is going up against the most
corrupt city in the nation. Seriously,
when Chicago comes to mind, so
does graft, bribery, the Mafia, and
Eliot Ness giving up. These people
spend a lot of time drinking bathtub
gin, and are not to betaken lightly.
Their leader goes by the name of
"Mugs" Halas. Their coach looks
like young Al Capone. Don't let Bud- -,
dy Ryan's silly hat fool you, the man
runs all the prostitution in three
quarters of Canada.
For the rest of us outside this bad
melodrama of a Super Bowl, next
week undoubtly promises a Bob
Hope special with Brooke Shields,
the Playboy Playmates, and Gary
Coleman. The papers will be full of
rational discourse comparing
coaching methods, statistics, and
the like. There will be a horribly long
pre-ga-me show on NBC. Merlin
Olsen and Dick Enberg will give
their analysis. Most of America will
turn down the sound and click on the
radio. And after all the hype is over,
and the game finally begins the
Patriots number is up.
THE WOOSTER VOICE
The Wooster Computer Exchange
is offering a series of seminars this
semester designed to help students
become familiar with various
aspects of computing available at
the College. These will replace the
seminars previously offered directly
by the Academic Computer Center
and will cover essentially the same
topics. The seminars will be given
by qualified members of the WCE,
the student computer club on cam-
pus.
Topics to be included in the
seminar schedule, below, include
both general overviews and specific
instruction on word processing, as
well as introductions to the VAX
system and software packages
available. Suggestions for additional
topics of interest will also be ac-
cepted; bring them to any member
of the organization.
All seminars will be held in the
seminar room, Taylor 110 and begin
at 4 p.m. unless marked with a plus
sign (). These will be at 7:30 p.m..
Textbooks are recommended, not
required.
Title: Introduction to VAX-VM- S
Operations .
Description: This seminar will in-
troduce WoosterNet and the VAX to
new users of the College's aeademie
computer system. During the
seminar, students will learn bow to
use the terminals on campus, log on-
to the VAX. change their passwords,
how to get HELP from the system,
and introduce users to the Digital
Command Language (DCL).
. One hour seminar -
Text: VAX-VM- S Primer, Com-
mand Language User's Guide
(CLUG).
Dates: January it. w-- r, w
Title: Word Processing, and the
Software Library at wooster
1 DeieriDtion: This short seminar
will introduce the word processing
rations available at the College. It
wQ include descriptions and com-
parisons of each package as well as
recommendations on which word
processor to choose for specific ap-
plications. It will also be a short in-
troduction to the use of the Software
Library and some of its contents.
Text: none
Dates: January 184 22.
a
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' Tide: Introduction to EDT (TexT
aSALE
'A BOOKSTORE...
editor)
Description: The seminar wffl in-
troduce users of the system to EDT.
the text editor on the VAX. Students
will learn how to use EDT as a full
screen editor. Knowledge of EDT is
necessary for .computer classes us-- --
ing the -- VAX, and word processing
using SCRIBE or RUNOFF.
.
Text: EDT Editor Manual
Dates: January 21 4 27
Title: For Those Who Hate To
Type With a Typewriter I
Description: These seminars will
introduce the basics of word pro-
cessing for the college community.
Individual seminars will explain
each word processing option atheCollege.
Prerequisite: Word Processing at
Wooster: What Are My Options?(recommended but not required)
Specific Titles:
Introduction to WPS-- M (for the .
Rainbow 100)
Introduction to- - Freestyle (for the
Rainbow 100)
Introduction to Scribe (for the VAX-11-75- 0)
Recommended text: Scribe
Pocket Reference Guide
Introduction to MaeWrite (for the
Apple Macintosh)
Introduction to Microsoft Word (for
the Appl Macintosh)
WPS-- M: January 29 4 29
Freestyle: January 29 4 SO
SCRIBE Part
'
I: January 24, Part Ui
January 31.
Maewrite: January 24 4 27
Word: January SO -
We are also considering the follow-
ing seminars. If enough people show
interest they wQ be offered. Please
talk to a member, of. the Wooster
Computer Exchange or drop a line to '
Tom Barringer, box C-11- 24.
Introduction to Macintosh Ap-- .-p- lications
Programs: a brief in-
troduction on how to start up and use
some popular-- ' software packages,
such as spreadsheets databases,,
etc.. ' , -- ' - -
Introduction to Rainbow ArpHes -- '
tions: same . as above, dlucrent .
machine
MaeLS.: using the Macintosh to
produce large research papers in--
eluding graphs, maps, etc. Also, hew
to get data from VAX packages(such, as SPSS-X- ) into the Mae
without retyping.
Music
CASSETTES
RECORDS.
ooo
MAJOR'LABELS
TOP ARTISTS
AFFORDABLE PRICES
Something for Everyone
Pop, Rock, Folk,
Jazz and Classics
On Sale for limited Time
Shop Early for Best Selection
AND MORE'W
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Wooster Review sponsors contest
Poets and Writers t Remember the
deadline for submissions to the
Creative Writing Contests sponsored
by The Wooster Review: January 27,
1888.
The fiction contest, for the
Donaldson Campus Fiction Prise of
$250, will be Judged by Professors
Clareson and McCall. Second prise
is $85; third prise is $35. Writers
should submit no more than two
short stories.
The poetry contest, for the Ralph
Klnsey Memorial Poetry Prize of
1100. will be Judged by Professors
Allen and Hilty. Second prise is $85;
third prize is $35. Please submit no
more than three poems. AH entries
should be submitted to Michael
Allen's office on level 2 of the
Library.
ni In i.linlatr tn hlln
I My Ofgomotion ardors the mobaaation.
All entries should be typed,
double-space- d. Manuscripts will be
returned if a return envelope is in-
cluded, or manuscripts can be pick-
ed up in Michael Allen's office once
the prize winners have been an-
nounced. Both the first prize story
and poem will be published in the
Spring. 1888 issue of The Wooster
Review.
Students are encouraged to submit
hheir stories and poems to Michael
lAuen's office, on level two oz tne
library, by 5:00 p.m., January 27,
U888. Poets are asked to submit omy
khree poems; fiction writers should
submit at most two stories. Jnazes
for the contest will be, for the fiction
contest. Professors Clareson and
McCall: for the poetry contest. Pro--
xessores Hilty and Allen.
NATIONAL MOBILIZATION
FOR EQUALITY AND JUSTICE
A
Lai LaJ
Saturday, February 15 in Philadelphia
RACISM RAMPANT IN PHILADELPHIA & NATIONALLY
Racist mobs have declared Southwest Philadelphia "for whites only." A
Black family has been driven out and their home gutted by arson. An
interracial couple's home was broken into and they received death --
threats. Whites who refuse to go along with terrorism are threatened and
their property defaced. A Black family in East Falls was pipe bombed. A
Jewish community center was destroyed by arson. The KKK and other .
white supremacists have come to Philadelphia from an over to fan the-flame- s
of racial hatred. All this in the wake of. the police bombing of West
Philadelphia and massive arbitrary police round-up- s of Puerto Ricans
under repressive curlew.
The Philadelphia outrages flow from the national climate of racism
promoted by the Reagan Administration which has tried to overturn al
the hard-wo- n civil rights laws Equality in housing, voting rights,
affirmative action in hiring and education, and bi-ling- ual education are
all under attack. Not only does racism do untold harm to Black. Latin,
Asian. Arab and Native peoples, but it is used to keep us from fighting
tor the things we need mostjobs, housing, food, medical care,
education all the things being taken away to f ?d the enormous
Pentagon budget SAY NO TO RACISM!
NO APARTHEID IN PHILADELPHIA OR ANYWHERE.
adtlola tn6orn IntlyH. Corwmraaa lor Oymy ma Fwnw ter ta Hnirnlm. hw LanorOrurur; ComrMM (FLOC) Oawd Memaon. rra . Local 1210 ATI) (Greyhound). "laiJBiriai
Black Women Hm Proiacl mc . TMUdWphi OapW. Nakonal Lawyam SuM. DMd "jOWMon.
Saw ap . PanwytarM. Spring Garden unrad Heianbora. Rav. Paul MaWvnglon. Chunk 0) fa)
AOvocatt. Ptmeeeipriia weitant aon, Woman's Paaca Encampment Neaanel Endaiaen aieaaK
AJneAT Matianet Ganoraea of Sou) Atnce ejamaev dark, lormar US- - Aaomey GeneraC Aaeopeje
Conaraas. American Arab Antftacrteanetan Convn. NVC: C Coim o JafarC.m. Jelwi
Conyer. . US Congreev Ml George W Creekan Jr. U S Congreat M. OMWaa In Arte. tWC
n i f. i lauw n i nmrji Man Camkttar. af Mack . t iftant and Oava. National Cm itwenta at mmun Puene Pjcan SonM Par 0aland Roo.neon.Sec Trees. Daancl SS. UAIJ HfC UraMAmancan mraan of Now England. Woman tar Racial Econonac Equalay
l7.W:HH:,UOKH:iTya
I
Send IromportoSon Ma.
fwortftocontntxite wiwp.
Tax daduchiblt contribution! con bt mode to The reoples Rights fwid.
It . -
I Aootcss : ; !S!QtS :
CTTVSTATIZl
NATIONAL MOBILIZATION AGAINST RACISM
National Office 4206 Baltimore Avwiue.rmiiaeWphia. PA 19104 (2151367-752-2
Re&onmt OK Hvttord. CT; 003) 547-13- 02
Baltimore. MTJ (301) 235-704- 0 Jersey City. HJ: (201)433-288- 2
Boston, MA. (617) 424-11- 76 York Crty. (212) 741-06- 33
Buftato. NY (716)881-152- 5 Rochester. NY: (716) 342-570- 7
Oeveiand. OH. (216) 861-61- 54 tWaehtnoton, DC: P02) 332-504- 1
Dafrott. Ml (31 3) 965-007- 4 Wilmington. DE (302) 762-374- 5
Some Betas during last Thursday's animal Eerrick run.
Auditions for Light Opera
to be held
Auditions for the 188 east and or
chestra of The College of Wooster!
Ohio Light Opera (OLO) will be held
in Atlanta, Baton Rouge and
Wooster this winter.
Atlanta auditions, at .the Callan-wold- e
Fine Arts Center, will be
January 17 and IS. Baton Rouge
auditions, at the Music and
Dramatic Arts building on the Loui-
siana State University eampus, will
be January 31 and February 1. In
Wooster, auditions will be February
8--9 at Freedlander Theatre on The
College of Wooster campus.
OLO artistic director James
Stuart also announced the appoint-
ment of J. Lynn Thompson, director
of orchestras at Atlanta's Northside
School of the Arts, as musk director.
A graduate of Georgia State Univer-
sity, Thompson has studied under
Robert Shaw in Atlanta and Sixten
Ehrling at the Julliard School of
Music. As music director of the
Southeastern Savoyards, he has con-
ducted the majority of the works of
Gilbert and Sullivan.
In its eighth season, the OLO's
comoanv of 28 staffers. 25 orchestra
players and 35 additional paid ar-
tistic, technical and administrative
personnel, embarks upon its most
ambitious performance schedule to
date. In addition to five operettas by
Gilbert and Sullivan ("The Pirates
of Penzance," "The Yeomen of the
Guard," "The Soreerer," 'Ta-tience- ,"
and "Trial by Jury"), the
company win perform Sigmund
Romberg's "The Desert Song," Jac-ques Offenbach's "La Belle
Helene," Joham Stauss' "Die
Fledermaus" and Emmerich
Kalman's"The Gypsy Princess."
OLO wfll perform the works in
rotating repertoire through 68 per
formances from June 10 to August
10, 1988.
Richard traubner, author of
"Operetta: A Theatrical History,"
will direct "La Belle Helene." using
his new translation commissioned
by the OLO. The remainder of the
repertoire will be directed by Stuart
Last summer, the OLO sold more
than 22.000 tickets to patrons from
throughout the eastern and
midwestern united States, an in-
crease of nearly 125 percent over its
opening season in 1979.
Appointments are required : for
auditions and may be made by call
ing the OLO at 218-283-23- 45 or
writing to tne onto ugnt opera, Tne
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
4489L Those wishing to apply for
technical positions including shop
and stage crew, costumes or
lighting, should send letters of ap
plication and resumes to the OLO at
tne wooster address.
-
Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
Barbara Dua. Minister
The Church House
Campus Extension: 2398
Admissions Office4
offers photo
contest
The Admissions Office is inneed of
good Wooster photographers, and ,
we In Admissions think you, the
Wooster students, have just what
we're looking for. Therefore the Ad-
missions Office is holding a "Show
Us What You've Got Photo Contest"
Simply go through any Wooster
related photographs (must have
good negatives) and-o-r slides that
you have,- - pick out your favorite
shots, and let us borrow them for a
few weeks.
--First prize is a dinner for two at
The Wooster Inn. Second prize is a
gift certificate for $25.00 to go
towards the purchase of books at the .
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore. Third
prize (two awards given) Is a gift
certificate for $10.00 to go towards
the purchase of books at the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
Fourth prize (three awards given) is
a visit from everyone's favorite on
campus personality. The Domino's
deliverer will bring to your doorstep
a large, one item (your choice, of
course) pizza at no cost to you.
Finally, there will be a random
drawing for five pairs of free passes
to the upcoming College of Wooster
movies.
To enter go to the Admissions Of-
fice in Galpin Hall (photographs in
hand), fill out the appropriate form,
and leave (sans photos). The pro-
cess is painless and should take no
more than ten minutes (walking
time Included). Contest entries will
be accepted from Monday, January
20 through Friday January 31 daily .
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (except
weekends). Prize winners will be an-noune- ed
the week of February 3.
Your photographs, negatives, and-o-r
slides will not be harmed.
Photographs, negatives, and-o- r
slides will be returned. Any more
questions? Contact Jamie Haskins
at extension 2002 or 2270, or stop by
the Admissions Office. We look for- -
ward to seeing what you've got
SGA
Continued from Page 1
for Pit-Flic-ks to full-leng-th films
shown at Mateer on the weekends.
Speakers and Topics: Senior Scott
Piepho chairs this committee thatprograms many of the speakers on
campus, as weu as aeoaies anadiscussion panels. It endeavors to
make students think more about
events around them.
Recreation Committee: Thisgroup organizes all sorts of Indoor
and outdoor - activities to keep
, students busy. The upcoming
I "Winter Games" Is just one exam-
ple of what this committee, current-
ly chaired by Joanna Putney, does.
Short Course Committee: Headedby Cyndi Green, this committee is in
charge of arranging the classes
which were put out in a brochurejust this week. These courses are
designed to be low cost and of in-iter-est
to both the campus and the
'greater Wooster community.
THE
SHOP
679 Portage Road
fUm--m 2A2-S- S4
l Jew report spotlights issue of campus gang rape
ByPSEW
The scenario is basically the
same. A fraternity holds a party. In
many cases but by no-mean- s all, a
young woman has had to much to
drink and --or too many drugs.
Therefore she may be unaware that
"friendly" persuasion of the
brothers is actually a planned pur-
suit of easy prey. By the time she
recognises her predicament, her
confusion has changed to fear and
panic, and escape seems impossible.
She is unable to protest or her pro-
tests are ignored. Anywhere from
two to eleven men rape her (from
Campos Gang Rape:Party
Games?).
Campuses around the country
have been shocked whenever an
aquaintance gang rape comes to
light at their institution. Neither
isolated nor rare, these incidents
Freshman file
needs,
submissions
Freshmen: Got any good essays
from last semester (A's or B's) lying
. around, collecting dust? Why not br-
ing them by The Reading and
Writing Center and submit them to
Freshman File?
The students on the staff of
Freshman File are trying to find the
ten best essays by freshmen and
publish the collection by ApriL So
far, submissions have been slow in
coming, but there is still some time
left before the final deadline of
January 31, 1988.
Essays need not be perfec-t- if
there are some minor problems,
there is still plenty of time to make
minor revisions. But the students on
the staff have decided that, for the
sake of fairness, each essay should
have no identifying features (name,
professor's name, course title) :
please include ail identification on a
cover sheet. For ease in reading,
essays must be typed, preferably
double-space- d.
The essays wUl be read first by
three small groups of students, and
then they will be evaluated by the
entire staff of twelve freshmen.
So if your are a freshman and have
an essa- y- from any cours- e- that
your are proud of and think is good,
then bring it to The Beading --and
Writing Center. You could see it
published this spring as one of . the
ten best freshmen essays, m
Freshman File.
continue to occur at all toes of in
stitutions, from small private cot
leges toiarge universities.
These are among the findings
reported in a new study published
this month by the Project on the
Status and Education of Women(PSEW) of . the Association of
American Colleges. ""On some cam-puse- s,
we heard reports of gang
rapes happening every week at par-
ties. Apparently this behavior is far
more common than anyone
suspected," says Julie K. Ehrhart,
co-aut- hor of the report. Campus
Gang Bape: Party Games? "Sexual-
ly abusive behavior, including ac-
quaintance gang rape, often arises
out of very poor communication and
misunderstandings among young
men and young women and differing
expectations about appropriate sex
roles and behaviors," says Ehrhart
The report describes the dynamics
of aquaintance gang rape in the
campus setting:
the consequences to the victim, the
rapists, and to the academic com-
munity;
the role that fraternities play in in-
fluencing eampos social life and
their attitudes toward women;
the role of alcohol, drugs, and por-
nography in contributing to the pro-
blem; and
the reactions of the campus com-
munity and the official responses of
the institution to aquaintance gang
rape.
According to Berniee R. Sandler,
Director of PSEW and co-auth-or,
"The majority of the more than fifty
campus gang rapes , we identified
happened at fraternity parties. In1
Art Exhibition
sponsored
The Wayne Center for the Arts will
present an exhibition of the water-colo- rs
and drawings of contem-
porary English artist, Anne Genner
Crawford in the Gault Gallery. The
exhibit will open Sunday, January
19, with a private showing for Arts
Center members from 2:00 to 3:00,
followed by a public opening from
3:00 to 5:00. The show wUl ran
through February 15. The Gault
Gallery is located in the Walnut
Street School. 237 South Walnut
Street, Wooster. Regular gallery
hours are 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday and 9:00
a.m . to noon on Saturdays. For more
information, call the Arts Center at
12S4-AR- TS.
too many instances, fraternities do
not foster healthy attitudes about
relationships between young women
...a W t mana young men. ii is ume zor msutu-tkm-s
to look at the role that thefraternity and sorority system olavs
in campus activities and to
reevaluate social life for all
.students."
! The book. Can mil Can Ran, of.
tiers extensive recommendations for
insumuons on now to deal with a
finvrroe an Ptmnni. fnelna,taan.
I sections for diacinlbiarv rrmreAn-- r(information on legal respon- -
wbihuw, ana wayi oz nannimg
publicity--. Numerous other recom-
mendations snr?ett how eimnum(can prevent these incidents from oc--ll m m a - -cumng, including now to raise
awareness about these issues among
men and women students and how to
involve faculty, administrators, and
staff in rape prevention activities.
The report also provides a list of
resources for further information.
Individual copies of Campus Gang
Rape: Party Games? are available
for $3.00 (prepaid) from PSEW,
Association for American CaIWa.
1811 R Street, NW, Washington DC
20009. Bulk rates are available.
The Project on the Status and
Education of Women of the Acvi.
tion of American College (AAC),
established in 1971, is the oldest na-
tional project concerned with
achieving eanltv far vAm
students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators in higher' education.
AAC, founded in 1915, supports and
eneouraees liberal learnin at an
;U.S. colleges and universities.
peace corps
" ' The Peace Corps will hire more
college graduates tnis year tnan any
other employer in the United States,
according to an article published in
the November-Decemb- er isue of the
Black Collegian magazine.
2,900 college graduates in virtually
all academic fields will be sought by
the Peace Corps. Duane J.
DeBruyne. public affairs manager,
says special recruiting efforts wUl
be made to attract 198548 graduates
with degrees in agriculture, math,
science, education, forestry,
biology, health and French.
Last year the two-sta- te region of
Michigan and Ohio produced the
highest percentage of new Peace
Corps trainees in the country.
. Individuals interested in obtaining
more information can call 1-800-521- -8S3S,
ext. 458, or write: Feace Corps,
477 Michigan Ave., Room m-7- 4,
Detroit, Michigan, 48228.
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Boardwalk games
being sponsored
By Bob Murphy
The Student Activities Board Col
lege Bowl committee is sponsoring a
new series of games this semester,
called "The Boardwalk." The
Boardwalk features a variety of
board games purchased by the
S.A.B. for use by students on the
lower level Prominade of Lowry
Center on selected weekends before
spring break. It win also be run in
accordance with certain other tour
naments held in the same area, such
as the Euchre card-gam- e tourna
ment held last January 11.
The College Bowl committee Is
working with Junior Erie Parker to
coordinate two Euchre tourH
inaments, a ehess tournament, and a
Pinochle learning and playing
Hon with the games m the Board-
walk area. All games start at 7:0a
p.m.on tne bottom Door ox Lowry.
Starting with tonight, there wCl be
a chess tournament and games on
the lower level of Lowry. Then, next
Friday, January 24, there win be the!
first full fledged "Boardwalk", with
an tne games being out. Onthelast
Hack Film Festival
The Black Students Association wCl(present "Martin Luther King, Jr."
at 8 p.m. on Monday, January 29 in
the Babcock main lounge. There will
be a discussion immediately follow-
ing.
Tune in to the WCWS Public Af
fairs Hour every Monday through
Friday from 11:00 - 12:00 ooon to
hear topics that might affect you.
The following programs will be
aired for the week of January 20- - 24,
1988:
Monday, January 20-- "Focus on
Soviet Leadership" and "A Closer
Look at the Soviet Union"
Tuesday. January 21-- "Endangered
iSpecies Act of 1973: Plant Conserva-Itton- "
and "Native Flowers, Land
Reclamation, stalking, tne Blue
Stem"
day of January, another Eucher
tournament will be held "down on
the Boardwalk." Pinochle wQ be
the name of the game on February
15, when there will be instructors
and games on hand to help those who
are new to the game. To end the
series, on March 1, there wCl be
another regular Boardwalk, with a
inn selection of games.
Junior John Fanselow, chairper-
son of the College Bowl Committee,
was looking for a way to expand the
group beyond just the College Bowl
tournament itself: "We (the com-mittee)- are
going to start organizing
different types ox games for students
throughtout the school year. We felt
that the idea of board games was
as certain ones are much moreKs,for a large groan of people than
they are for 2 or X." If these games
go well, Fanselow hopes that the
games wiu be permanently put tn
the game room, where they can be
checked out by students during
game room hours.
On Friday. January 31 at 7 p.m. in
Babcock main lounge, the Black
nun Festival, sponsored , by the
Black Students Association, will pre
sent "cooiey High", ah members of
the campus are encouraged to at--
Sic Mmks
Wednesday, January22- - "Problems
'with the Big Bang Theory of Crea-
tion of our Universe" and "A New
Challenge in Science Teaching" .
Thursday, January 23-- "Topics for
Today" with Susan Schiemann and
Tim Bruno
Friday, January 24-- "Agriculture
and Nutrition in the Third World"
and "Famine, Drought and Hope in
Africa" -
. ot-- Sn eM ggv ( 1" X.. J X
' a '
j
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Student Conservation Association German films
The Student Conservation
Association, for its 30th year, is of-
fering hundreds of volunteer educa-
tional work positions in conservation
and resource management for col
lege students and other adults dur
ing the summer and fall of 1986.
These positions will enable
selected individuals to contribute
from 10-1-2 weeks of their time to the
management and protection of the
country's national parks, national
forests, wilderness areas, wildlife
refuges and other public lands and to
assist in the activities of private
organizations dedicated to land and
resource conservation.
Volunteers 18 years of age and
older are needed to serve in profes-
sional resource management posi-
tions at such locations as Denali Na-
tional Park in Alaska; the Bob Mar-
shall Wilderness Area in the
Flathead National Forest, Montana;
the San Joan Resource Area of the
Bureau of Land Management near
Moab, Utah; the Chincoteague Nar
tional Wildlife Befuge in Virginia;
and the Everglades National Park in
Florida.
Selected volunteers will work in-
dependently or assist conservation
professionals with such tasks as
wildlife surveys, natural history in-
terpretation, backcountry and
wilderness patrol, and biological or
archeological research. In return for
Community
Notes
Valleyball
The Wooster YMCA is nbw taking
registrations for Adult Coed
walleybaiL T&e League wiu sun
February 4, and run for eignt weexs
on Tuesday evenings. Registration
ends January zs and is open to ootn
YMCA members and non-membe- rs.
Individuals can register and be plac-
ed on a team. Call the YMCA at 264-31-31
for further information. Rental
is also available.
January 21. at 7:30 p.m., the YM-
CA is sponsoring a free Walleyball
Clinic. The clinic is open to the
public and will be instructed by Jim
Collier.
Stop smoking
clinic
There are still a few spaces left in
the American Lung Association
Hypnosis Stop Smoking Clinic being
held on Sunday afternoon, January
19. 1988. at the Wooster Community
Center (241 South Bever Street). The
Clinic will begin at 3:00 p.m. and
lasts about an hour and a half.
The fee for the Clinic is 342.00, and
is tax deductible. Repeat par
ticipants pay only 82.00 with proof of 1
prior participation.
Registrations are being taxen at
the Community Center. The
registration deadline is Thursday,!
January 16, at 5:00. For additional
information call the Wooster Com
mnnity Center at (216)263-520-7.
their efforts, volunteers will aevelop
skills and gain; experience that often
translate into future paid employ-
ment with resource management
agencies. Past participants also
have found their volunteer service to
be personally rewarding, whether or
not they are considering a conser-vaito- n
career.
; While carrying out their
assignments, volunteers will also
receive a travel grant for round trip
transportation to their program
area and a stipend to help offset food
and basic living expenses. Addi-
tionally, free housing will be provid-
ed at the work location.
Positions are filled on a competitive
basis. Although some positions re-
quire volunteers with specialized
training in forestry, natural sciences
or recreation management, many
others are open to all students with
an interest in participating.
The deadline for applying for
these positions (starting between
May 1, 1988 to September 30. 1988) is
March 1. 1988. Any person that is in-
terested in receiving more informa-
tion and an application and listingof
positions should write or call The
Student Conservation Association,
Inc. Box 550C Charlestown, NH
03803, (803)828-520-8. All references
should be made to the Park, Forest
and Resource Assistant Program.
Additional positions will be offered
during the winter and spring of 1987.
Workout for men
The Wooster Community Center an-
nounces that several places remain
in the eight-wee- k Men's Workout be-
ing offered at the Center (241 South
Bever Street). The Workout will be
held on Monday and Wednesday
evenings, January 20 through March
17, 1988, from 6:15 to 7:15 p.m.
This aerobic exercise program is
designed to give men a total body
workout. The fee for the 18 one-ho-ur
classes is 332.00.
Registrations will be taken at the
Center. For additional information
contact the Wooster Community
Center at (216)263-520-7.
Skiing offered
The Wooster Community Center
will offer a Cross-Countr- y Skiing
Class on Saturday, January 18, 1988,
from 9:00 to 1:00 (weather permit-
ting). The class will be rescheduled
for February 1 if the weather is not
conducive to class.
Now is the time to get serious
about cross-count- ry skiing. David
Sholar from Pipsissewas Unlimited
will, provide information about
equipment and teach skiing techni-
ques. The class will meet at the
Community Center (241 South Bever
Street) and move to Schellin Park
for practice and instruction.
The registration fee for --the 4-ho-ursj
is 87.00. Ski rental is available for
the class for an additional 88.00. Ski
rentals are to be paid to the instruc-
tor on the day of the class.
Registrations are being taken at
the Community Center. Class size is
limited, so early registration is sug-
gested. If you are renting equip-
ment, you must'give weight and shoe
size when registering. Registrations
will close on Friday, January 17, at"
noon.
For additional information con
tact the Wooster Community Center
at (216)263-520-7.
Monday, January 20
Der letzte Mann (1924) BW Music Gs
- 75 minutes
An aging hotel doorman is demoted
to cleaning toliets and therefore
must give up his fancy uniform, just
wnen he needed it to m axe a gooa
impression at his niece's wedding.
He sees no alternative but to steal it
back. The discovery of the theft
destroys his reputation and his self--
esteem. An epilogue snows tnis
pitiable man enjoying the fortune he
unexpectedly inherited from an
American millionare.
Management
workshops
The Economics Forum and Career
Planning and Placement are co-sponso- ring
a workshop on manage-
ment and sales careers. All thoseIn
terested in such careers are en
couraged to attend this workshop on
Thursday. January 23. 1988. Chris
Thomas C83). Unit Sales Manager
for Proctor and Gamble and Anne
Findley. Sales Representative for
Beacon Graphics Corporation have
been invited to discuss the dynamics
of their careers, tips on preparing
for managerial positions (resumes,
interviews, etc.) and what
recruiters are really looking for
when they come to campus.
This workshop should be of special
interest to seniors who plan to inter
view for sales and management
positions.
job offers
Summer jobs in New England! YM-
CA Camp Jewel, Hartford Connec
ticut, seeking applicants for camp
counselors and specialists positions.
"Memories to last a . lifetime"
Working with children 8-163e- autiful
location in northwest Connecticut
June 20-- August 23. 1988. E.O.E
representative on campus January
22, 1988. Contact the Career Place
ment Center.
Because of the great demand for
the cross-count- ry skiing class, the
Wooster Community Center will of
fer a second class. The class will be
held on Saturday, February 15, 1988,
from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. weather
permitting. The alternate date will
be Saturday, March 1, 1888. The
class will meet at the center (241
South Bever Street) and move to
Schellin Park for practice and in-
dividualized instruction.
David Sholar of Pipsissewas
Unlimited. will provide information
about equipment and teach skiing
tecnniques. Ski rental is available
for the class. Rental for ski equip
ment is $8.00 in addition to the
registration fee. The equipment ren
tal fee is to be paid to the instructor
on tne day of class.
Registrations are being taken at
the Center. Class size is limited, so
early registration is suggested. If
you are renting ski equipment, you
must provide your shoe size and
weight on the registration form
when registering.
For additional information con
tact the Wooster Community Center
at (216)283-520-7.
Monday, January 27
Faust (1826) BWGs-9- 2 minutes
This film is based on motifs by
Goethe, Marlowe, and folk legends.
Subtitles are in verse form by the
German Nobel laureate Gerhard
Hauptmann. -
Monday, February 3
Tabu (1830) BW GES - 86 minutes
Filmed by Murnau and Flauherty,
the movie shows a lost paradise with
the actors playing natives of Tahiti,
WCWS accepting
applications
WCWS is accepting applications
for management positions for the
1988-8- 7 aeademic year. Positions in-
clude: General Manager, Director
of Program Development
Production, and Program Director.
All applications are due January 31
at noon. Additional information is.
available at: WCWS, Box 1638.
23 Coroner.
abbr.
24 Part of Jacket
26 Plague .
28 Permit
29 Male sheep
30 Yearly: abbr.
32 Animal coat
33 Watch pocket
SIS
The
ACROSS
1 Part of fireplace
5 Corded cloth
8 Hits lightly
12SoHcHude
13 A Gabor
14 Seed-coatin- g
15 Wooden vessel
16 Pastime
18 The self
19 Sun god
20 Pintail duck
21 Printer's
GPS
34 Singing voice
35 Gukto's high
note
36 Small lump
37 Lock of hair
38 Period of time
40 Old name for
Thailand
41 Greek letter
43 Roman 51
44 Mast
45 PuH-ti- me
service:
abbr.
47 Time gone by
49 Scoff
51 Beverage
52 Dismay -
55 Woody plant
56 Marry
57 Poems
'If y
"Whenever you fed like
smokln' a cigarette. Instead of
strikln' up a match, strike up
the band-t- he 'Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokin' Wrist
Snappln' Red Rubber Band:
Get one free from your
American Cancer Society"
T SOCIETY
Puzzle
. DOWN
1 Cicatrix
2 Side by side
'3 Irritate .
4 Symbol for
tellurium
5 Repulse
6 Cry of
Bacchanals
7 Equality
8 Symbol for
tantalum
9 Exist
10 Coloring
substances
11 Wild plum
16 Merganser
17 Abound
20 Blemish
22 Parent: coiloq.
25 Pacify
26 Rap
27 Capital of
Oregon -
28 Imitate
29 Land measure
31 Numbers: abbr.
33 Distant
34 Sandarac tree
36 Blouse
37 Crown
39 Spanish article
40 Squander
41 Agreement
42 Man's name
44 Withered
45 Century plant
46 Lairs
48 Single
50 Recent
51 Succor '.
53 Compass point
As far as
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Sports
Basketball loses to Wesleyan 73-6- 6
3
Wooster Scots daring a game before
Allegheney, OIVU
undefeated after
conference play
NCAC - Allegheny College and The
College of Wooster appear to have
picked up where they left off last
season battling for the top spot in the
NCAC. Allegheny is 10-- 1 overall and
1-- 0 in the Conference after a convinc-
ing 112-1-7 victory over Denison
University January 11. Wooster if 5--4
overall and 2--0 in the NCAC after
edging Case Western Reserve
University and Kenyon College this
week. Ohio Wesleyan University is
tied with Wooster for the top spot
after defeating Oberlin College and
Denison. in
While Allegheny, Ohio Wesleyan
and Wooster jockey for the top spot,
Kenyon also is ready to challenge for
Conference supremacy. The Ladies
are 1-- 1 in the NCAC and 2--4 overall.
Case Reserve may be the most im-
proved team in the Conference with
a 3--8 overall mark and an 0--1 slate.
The Spartans battled Wooster to the
"
semester break.
andWooster
"
first week of
wire before bowing 74-7-1.
At least one team will fall from the
ranks of the unbeaten when Wooster
and Ohio Wesleyan clash in
Delaware January 15. The two
teams met December 8 at the Great
Lakes Colleges Association with the
Scotties edging the Bishops 61-5-9.
Oberlin and Denison, both of which
are 0--2 in Conference play will be
looking for their first wins this week.
Allegheny and Kenyon are the
statistical leaders after one week of
Conference action. The Gators lead
team offense (82.5 points per
game), field goal percentage (44
percent), scoring margin (27J)
and free throw percentage (71 per-
cent). The Ladies lead in team
defense (54.5 points per game) and
rebounding margin (8.5).
Individually, Wooster's Lisa Di-tne- nt
(18.8 points per game) and
Barb Davis (18.1 points per game)
and each team followed the rules,
throughout the season. The Broncos
obviously failed at what they had to
do to extend their season past
Christmas.
Have vou ever glanced at the at
tendance figures of National Hockey
League games? They're amazing.
Toronto, one of the worst teams in
the league recently drew over u.uuu
for a game against even worse
Detroit, in view of such attendance
figures and the never-endin-g, fan-hap- py
brawls, why aren't NHL
games on one of the three major net
works? searcn me. earn leievuc
games on Sunday nights, but they
draw dismal ratings. If fans flock to
the fames and the fights keep up,
khere must be a reason fans do not
ltune in on the tube. But what is ut(Search me :.
Notionol jportscehe
By Rogr-Gord- on
Ever- - onder what would happen if
the Ro Bowl was played in the
Midwest? Do you really think the
Pac-1- 0 representative (usually
UCLA or USC) would have still won
15 out of the last 17 Rose Bowl
games? To be honest. I think they
would have LOST 15 out of the last
17. The point is that one major
reason for Pac-1- 0 dominance in the
past two decades over the Big Ten in
the game could possible be the fact
that the game is sometimes played
right on the home field of the Pac-1- 0
reoresentative (in UCLA's case)
and most of the time close to the
western team's home stadium.
If Denver fans are unset at the fact
that their Broncos failed to make the
olavoffs. despite an impressive 11--5
mark, so be it. Each team knew the
rules at the beginning of the season.
By Bob Ifurphy
The College of Wooster Men's
basketball team is continuing to play
well in the dead of winter, with an
overall record of 7-- 7. They lost to
Ohio Wesleyan 73-6-8 last Wednes-
day. In addition, as of January 12,
Wooster was first in the North Coast
Athletic Conference in defense, giv-
ing up a season total of 852 points,
opponents averaging over five --
points less per game against the
Scots than against all others in the
NCAC.
In home action last January 8
against Case Western Reserve, the
Scots came out victorious by seven
points, the final score being 78-6-9.
Six foot seven inch junior post Mike
O'Brian led the Scots scoring charge
in front of the home crowd with
twenty-on- e points and ten. rebounds.
Also having, good nights off Case
Western's backboard were
freshman -- wing Chuck Rich and
sophomore post Charles Glen, who
both equaled O'Brian's total of ten.
.
This was in sharp contrast to CWRU,
who had poor rebounding most of the
night, and are last in the NCAC in
that category- - Senior Terry Pensyl
led in assists with five.
The Scots looked good in front of
are battling it out for Conference
scoring honors. Davis also leads the
Conference in rebounding with an
average of 11.1 per game.
Allegheny's Kim Ignace leads in
field goal percentage (58 percent).
while her teammate, usa anum. u
the NCAC's most accurate free
throw shooter (91.3 percent). Case
Reserve's Tract Dues leaas in
assists with an average of 7.7 per
game.
f iroimi
cc:inmzi;
1UC iinvivi n w
shot clock into all college basketball
games is the best thing to happen to
that sport at this time. Teams must
now prove ueir snoouug mumi
throughout the whole game, not just
wnen iney want u. no muic
staJlball". or "borebaii". wouia
Villanova have defeated mighty
Georgetown last April u mere naa
been a 45-seco- nd clock? I doubt it.
but ru aamit viuanova won u
game fair and square, completely by
tk mini- - mitt that hoth teams
knew of before the game started.
D3CAC
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the home crowd, better than they did
in front of almost no crowd when
they beat Case Western on their first
match up. 77-7-3 in the Wooster
Classic, held over the break:
After the game against CWRU, the
Cagers next headed to Kenyon Col-
lege, to play the Knights. There, the
Scots fell by the same margin as
they had beaten Case by; losing 62-6-9.
In this defensive battle, six foot
five inch Scot Charles Glen had one
of his best games yet this season.
scoring twenty-tw- o points to lead the
team. Sophomore wing wing Ed
Batleff also had a good game for the
Scots, with five assists and seven re
bounds. Though the Scots played
well enough defensively to give them
a fair shot at winning, the7 Knight
defense proved too tough, as they
held Wooster to their fourth lowest
score of the season. .
The loss to Kenyan by the Scots
puts them in a tougl position in Con-
ference competition if they are to-
rnove to the top of it Currently in
NCAC competition, they face a
strong team from Oberlin tomorrt
night at home. Led by Byron Beard,
who leads the conference in points,
Oberlin has the highest scoring of--
fense in the NCAC, averaging '77.4
points per game. This is opposed to
Wooster's 68.3. Though their defense
is not nearly as tough, this will be an
important game for the Scots and
should be exciting to watch. Tip-of-f
time is at 7:30 pm in Timkin Gym-
nasium.
In other statistics. Mike O'Brian is
raked fifth in NCAC scoring totals.
with an average of 18.4 per game. Be
ratks fourth m rebounds, 9.4 being
his average there. In addition to
leading in defense, the Scots lead in
rebounding, averaging 414 per
game. Also, Terry Pensyl's single- -
game scoring record suu stanos as
the highest in the NCAC this season.
On December 28, ne scorea tuny-si-x
points when the Scots firstplayed
Case Western in the Wooster Classc.
Small schools have real
sports
By David Dean .
Well folks, last Sunday's clash between the Miami
Dolphins and season surprise New England added to my
claim earlier this year that the 1835 and 1823 would be
the year of the underdog. New England, which won
three on the road, gave the Miami defence the surprise
of the year ( next to Cleveland's upset attempt) as they
forced ' Miami to chalk up six ( count 'em folks) tur-
novers. Say, what about Eason's six interceptions? Are
you sure you did not mean Marino's Dave? So much for
beginner's predictions. I say New England by 8.
As you may know the powerhouse Pens State finished
the season 11-1--0 and third place behind Oklahoma and ;:
Michigan in the UPI Coaches polL However, when
Sooners head coach Switizer was asked who should be
number one (based on their record) he chose Fresno
State (having recorded an undefeated season). Barry,
say it ain't so. Granted Fresno State had an undefeated
season who did they play? The same argument cf
validity which was used to discredit Perm State and
Brigham Young can be used in Switixer's remark.
At a press conference shortly after his victory at the
Orange Bowl Switixer remarked. 'The time has come
for those small schools to be recognized as competition
without being overshadowed Try the bigger schools."
Maybe you're right Barry, but to put a small school Lke
Fresno State ( I mean small in the sense that the pro-gram has not the capacity of Perm or Ohio S tate) at
number one ahead powerhouses like Michigan and Penn
State is as fatal as letting a small school in Ohio called
Bowling Green (which went undefeated) play in a bowl
gameTThey should have called Bowling Green's bowl
debut the "Doomsday Bowl" or "Reality Bowl".
I say hats off to the "small schools" and hope they
never get caught up in the petty problems that plague
Division I athletics. It is the quality competition and
ameteur sportsmanship that bring the loyal fans back.
Isn't that what sports is all about? -
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Statistics through January 12. 1986 Statistics taroac January . 19
NCAC ALL GAMES KCAC ALL GAMES
W L Pet. W L Pet. " I Pet. L Pet.
Ohio Hiiltyin 2 - 0 1.000 6 8 . 843 Ksnyon 2 0 1.000 6 . 1 .42
Weosfr 2 0 1.000 8 4 .596 Allefheny 1 0 1.000 7 8 .838
Allegheny 1 0 1.000 10 1 .909 Denlsoa 1 1 .300 9 8 .383
Kenyon 1 1 .500 2 4 . 333 Ohio Nesleyan 1 ' 1 .800 5 .357
Case Reserve 0 1 .000 3 3 .500 Wooster '1 1 .800 7 8' .83Denlson 0 2 . 000 0 11 .000 ? rv 0 1 .000 8 7 .417
Oberlln 0 2 .000 0 4 .000 Oberlln 0 2 .000 . 7 7 .800
enen
0 1986 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
Round trip.Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, ifyou and your
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit,
Greyhound ' can take you there. For only $99
or less, round trip.
From February 15 through April 27, all
you do is show us your college student I.D.
card when you purchase your ticket. Your
ticket will then be good for travel for IS days
from the date of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.
fcnouna aniv. Tkta mt
Lino. Inc.. mid ariier miiamiM c
cfleahc 2186. 06s tacd. Na U m Cmk
leave the driving to us!
426 South Market St., 262-034- 1
Lords trip Oberlln
and VJoostcr to
claim NCAC lead
NCA- C- Kenyon College, last
year's North Coast Athletic Con
ference doormat, suddenly nnas
itself in first place after one week of
league play. The Lords emerged
with a 2--0 record after a 75-7-4 over
time victory against Oberlln College
and a (942 upset at the College of
Wooster. Not only is Kenyon the
NCACs top team right now, bat it
also is the youngest team. Coach BUI
Brown starts five sophomores on a
team made op exclusively of
freshmen and sophomores.
Kenyon is the unexpected leader
at 2--0 record followed by Allegheny,
which trails by one-ha-lf game with a
1-- 0 mark. Denlson, Ohio Wesleyan
and Wooster share third place with
1-- 1 records, 'while Case Western
Reserve is sixth with an 0--2 record.
Oberlln is in seventh place with a
mark of 0--2.
If Allegheny gets by Oberlln and
Kenyon beats Case Reserve January
15, the Gators and the Lords will
enter their January It showdown
undefeated. In other action Wooster
and Ohio Wesleyan will try to close
in on the leaders when they square
off January 15. Case Reserve and
Oberlin will be looking for their first
Conference wins this week.
Despite sitting atop the Con-
ference standings, Kenyon is last in
two statistical categories - team of-
fence (17.5 points per game) and
free throw percentage (56J percent)
-- and sixth in scoring margin (-3.- 3).
Ironically, the Lords are first in field
goal percentage (47.6 percent).
Meanwhile Wooster tops the Con-
ference in three categories. The
Scots lead in rebounding margin (5J) and scoring margin (3.8). In
addition Wooster leads the NCAC in
team defence, surrendering an
average of only 65.5 points per
Jiame. Oberlin's high-power- ed of-en- eekeeps the Yeomen at the top of
the Conference in team scoring with
an average of 77.4 points per game.
Individually, Oberlin's Byron
Beard leads the NCAC in scoring
with an average of 22.4 points per
game. He is followed closely by
Allegheny's Brian Stadnik (2L5 ppg)
and teammate Michael Brown, who
is .averaging 20.4 points per game.
The Yeomen's Adrian Schaffer is the ,
most accurate shooter from the floor
with a preentage of 59.C Kenyon's
Paul Baler has hit 54-of-- 64 free
throws (S4.4 percent) to give him the
lead in that category, while
Denison's Kevin Haynes has a slight
edge on Oberlin's Schaffer in re-
bounds per game (10.7 - 10.5).
Allegheny's .Terry Gray leads the
NCAC in assists with an average of
J.4 per game.
